The EU Falsified Medicines Directive state that by 9th February 2019 all prescription products must carry 1) a Unique Product Identifier and 2) an Anti-Tampering Device.

Eltronic Pharma Engineering and Schur Marking have developed a manual Anti-Tampering Dispensing Device (ATDD) fulfilling the second requirement of the directive.

The device applies the anti-tampering seals to the packages of prescription medicine. You can easily implement the solution to your serialization line as the device can handle packages from 50x70 mm to 490x320 and batch sizes up to 1000. The ATD label is centered on the package and has guaranteed print consistency.

The operator-friendly device is easy, safe and efficient to use. The simple design ensures fast changeovers of batches and of operators.

We provide the design, integration, test and training, leaving you with an easy integration and set off.

Solution elements

- Adjustable work space with steering handles and rulers
- Linak lifting columns
- Bosch Rexroth profiles
- Height adjustable table
- Schur Dispensing Device

Do you have specific requirements?

We are pleased to adjust the device to your needs making the solution e.g. automated, integrated or extended with more features. Possible additional features are:

- Automatic dispensing of the ATD
- Automatic rotation of packages for double ATD
- Stand-alone batch record or serialization integration
- LED lightning and/or light tower
- HMI
- PLC for stand-alone data archiving